The analyticity properties and the asymptotic behavior of the quadratic Zeeman energy shifts BE for an atom are analyzed, leading to once-subtracted dispersion relations for the energy shifts. In conjunction with the WKB expression for ImBE in the weak-field limit and perturbation expressions for the susceptibility and the strong-field limit of ImBE, these dispersion relations allow us to obtain (i) the large-n behavior of the ratios of the expansion coef5cients of the perturbation series, and (ii) 
. INTRODUCTION The quadratic Zeeman effect, though very small for laboratory magnetic fields, can be important in astrophysics, where atoms are acted on by immensely large magnetic fields. ' It is also expected to be important for certain electronic states of donor impurities' and excitons' in semiconductors. Apart from this practical importance, the effect is of considerable theoretical interest as an example of a perturbation yielding a divergent series which, however, may be asymptotic.
Consequently, one takes recourse to nonperturbative techniques for the analysis of the quadratic Zeeman effect.
The energy shift in the hydrogenlike atoms due to the quadratic Zeeman interaction has attracted a great deal of attention because of the relative simplicity of its Hamiltonian. In addition to the rigorous mathematical considerations' which have led to some limited results, it has been analyzed by the variational methods, ' the truncated basis approach, ' and the summability procedure of Pade approximants. ' It has also been analyzed by using dispersion relations' " leading to high-order expansion coefficients of the perturbation series and to an approximate expression for the energy shift in the ground state for the entire range of the magnetic field. In contrast, the corresponding problem for the heliumlike atoms has been analyzed only in terms of variational methods" " and Hartree-Fock wave functions. " There has also been derived'4 a rigorous expression for the symmetric ground state for large magnetic fields and for large nuclear charge. However, there has not been any significant effort to provide a unified description of the behavior of the energy shift for the heliumlike atoms over the entire range of the magnetic field.
In this paper, we 
The choice of the value of Z' will be guided by the requirement that the contribution of H, to the energy levels should be small, so that we may evaluate its effect approximately. ImE(y)-y" "'~' exp(-wP'~y~' ') for (I+/n) even, -y"" '""' exp(-wP'(y ( "') fo r (I +~) odd, for y (42} where P =2E"E,being the ionization energy of the level, and o. '= (z -n"+I) is the charge seen by the escaping electron. This is a general result and applies to any state of any atom, for which there is no l degeneracy. It also agrees with the results obtained by Avron' for the special case of the hydrogen atom.
It is interesting to observe that the field dependence of ImE(y) and the decay width, in the weakfield limit, is determined only by the ionization energy of the electron and the charge seen by the escaping electron. The constant factor in general depends upon the details of the state. It has been discussed for the special case of the hydrogen atom by Avron. ' We note that our result for the field dependence of ImE(y) agrees with the known results' " for the hydrogen atom for which P = I/n with n being the principal quantum number, and @=1.
For the ground state of the helium atom, our result is ImE(y)-y"' " «" "'exp(-2wE. ..~y~" ') for y-0, (43) where E", is the ionization energy for the helium atom. One also has the result Im5E"(y/Z")-y '/'exp (-wZ"~y~1™) for y -» . (55) so that ImE"(y/Z") is subdominant for y-0 . We therefore conclude from (22) and (43) For evaluating the strong-field limit of the E(y), we reduce the problem to that of one dimensional motion in a weak potential. For this we consider the scale-transformed Hamiltonian with X= (y/4} /, which can be written as In this section we show that the dispersion relations (14) and the information about ImE(y) in the weak-and strong-field limits, can be used to predict the behavior of the energy shifts. We first discuss the large-n behavior of the coefficient of y" in the perturbation series. Fiz. 58, 1765 (1970) [Sov. Phys. -JETP 31, 945
